Year 1 and 2 French Rolling Programme OVERVIEW
Year B

Year A

Autumn Term

Autumn Term

FOCUS

OBJECTIVES/ACTIVITIES

FOCUS/ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVES/ACTIVITIES

Say with more confidence and
accurate pronunciation the
numbers 1-10. Year 2s (1-30).

Numbers to 10 (Splat,

Greetings + Farewells

Comprehend and say Bonjour,
Salute, Au revoir, A Bientot .
Use in real situations.

Greetings and
Farewells (Roleplay, D.D.Goos)

Comprehend and say Bonjour,
Salute, Au revoir, A Bientot. Use
in real situations.

Polite Conversation

Learn to ask and answer up to
3 polite’ questions with
confidence and increased
fluency. Year 2 (6).
Learn how to say different
ages.
Learn to say and recognise the
written word for 10 colours.

Polite Conversation

(Pairs,
Register, Roleplay, Duck Duck
Goose, Songs.)

Learn to ask and answer up to 3
polite’ questions with confidence
and increased fluency. Year 2 (6)

Ages

Learn how to say different ages.

Class Instructions

Listen and respond.
Comprehension.

Body

Learn vocab for parts of the
body and face. All receptive &
productive skills. (Read, Listen,
Speak, Write).

Fruit/Questions

Use Qu’est ce que c’est? Say 6
fruits. Be able to say ‘There
are 4 yellow bananas.’

Fruit/Questions
Sentences. (Relays, Kims

Use Qu’est ce que c’est? Say 6
fruits. Be able to say ‘There are
4 yellow bananas.’

Numbers to 10 (Splat,
Ladders, Dice Games,
Songs,Jigsaws, Beanbags)

(Roleplay, Duck Duck Goose, Real)>

(Pairs, Register with teacher,
Roleplay, Duck Duck Goose, Songs)

Ages (Dice Game)
Colours (Splat, Hoops, Hunt the

thimble, Touch, Colour by no.
Rainbow Towers, Twister, Jigsaws.

(Flashcards, roleplay, real with
other teachers.)

Sentences. (Relays, Kims

Game, Pictionary, Jigsaws, Chinese
Whispers, Speech in circles &
pairs).

Christmas Card (Writing)

Ladders, Dice games, Songs,
Jigsaws, Beanbags).

(Dice Game)

Colours (Splat, Hoops, Hunt
the thimble, Touch, Colour by
number, Rainbow Towers, Twister).
(Songs, Take
10 DVD,
Beetle Game)

Say with confidence and
accurate pronunciation the
numbers 1-10. Year 2s ( 1-30).

Learn to say and recognise the
written word for 10 colours.

Game, Pictionary, Jigsaws, Chinese
Whispers, Speech in circles &
pairs).
Experience a real audiencefamily. Merry Christmas HNY.

Christmas Card (Writing).

Spring Term

Experience a real audiencefamily. Merry Christmas & HNY.

Spring Term
Increase number to 15. Read,
Listen, Speak & Write.

Numbers to 15 (Flash

Increase numbers to 15.
Read, Listen, Speak&Write.

Numbers to 15

Polite Conversation

Increase questions to 4 or
6.Improve comprehension
and pronunciation.

Polite Conversation

Increase questions to 4 or
6. Improve comprehension
and pronunciation.

Animals farm + pets

Learn new vocabulary
Introduction to articles Masculine & Feminine, la, le,
un, une.

Animals wild + pets

Learn new vocabulary
Introduction to articles Masculine & Feminine, la, le,
un, une.

Animals & description

(Question and answer in sentences

Adjectives – colour, number
size – Listening and Speech.

Animals & Description

Use Adjectives – colour,
number size. Listen and say.

Making fortune
Tellers.

Writing polite questions,
colours and numbers and saying
them to a wider audience.

Classroom Objects and
prepositions. (Roleplay in pairs

Learn new vocabulary.
Question and answer –
where is the rubber? The
rubber is on the table.

Food (Plastic food, Qu’est ce

Learn new vocabulary.

Food (Plastic food, Qu’est ce que

Learn new vocabulary.

cards, worksheets and as above).
(At register, pairs, circle games,
roleplay, grandmother’s footsteps)

(Circle games, relays, jigsaws,
Pictionary, labelling, songs,
worksheets, Question and answer
in sentences)..

que c’est?, circle games,
Pictionary, kims, pictures and
labels).

(Flash

cards, worksheets and as above).
(At register, pairs, circle games,
roleplay).

Circle games, relays, jigsaws,
Pictionary, labelling, songs,
worksheets, Question and answer in
sentences)..
Question and Answer in sentences.

with real objects and reading and
writing sentences on work sheets).
c’est?, circle games, Pictionary,
kims, pictures and labels).

Articles

(Spoken and written

practise using le,la, un and une in
relation to food.

Become more familiar with
masculine and feminine
definite and indefinite
articles.

Transport / Questions
Sentences (Object relays,

Use Qu’est ce que c’est? Know
6 vehicles. Say the number and
colour in a sentence.

Circle Games, Dice Game).

Summer Term

Summer Term

Numbers to 30 (As above)

Increase numberto 30. Be
able to recognise them and
say them in random order.
Begin to learn the spellings
when writing.

Numbers to 30 (As above)

Increase number to 30. Be
able to recognise them and
say them in random order.
Begin to learn the spellings
when writing.

Polite Conversation to
include the negative.

Increase questions to 6. Do
you have any brothers or
sisters/pets?

Polite Conversation to
include the negative.

Increase questions to 6. Do
you have any brothers or
sisters/pets?

Food & Negative (Do you

Increase vocab. Use spoken
sentences to express likes
and dislikes.

Food & Negative (Do you

Increase vocab. Use spoken
sentences to express likes
and dislikes.

Café Role Play

Use all polite conversation
question and answers, use
cafe phrases including
greeting, ordering, serving
thanking, and goodbyes.

Shopping Role Play

Use all polite conversation
question and answers, use
shopping phrases including
greeting, thanking, euros
and goodbyes.

Whole School Café

Experience a wider
audience and real French
experience-croissant and
hot chocolate.

Whole School Shop

Experience a wider
audience and real
experience-buying bonbons.

Boules/French
Cricket.

Learn French Games. Have
fun. Experience French
culture.

Boules/French Cricket.

Learn French Games. Have
fun. Experience French
culture.

like bananas? Yes/No I like, don’t
like bananas).
(Practise in groups with plasic
food, menus, and plates).

like bananas? Yes/No I like, don’t
like bananas).
(Practise in groups with plastic
food, euros and sweets).

*(In the 2nd year, Year 2s will be expected to complete these objectives with more fluency, quicker
comprehension, more confidence and more accurate pronunciation.)
*Children will regularly listen to and join in songs, stories and DVDs.

